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NORTH AMERICAN P-51D
MUSTANG • $1,795,000 •
OWN A PIECE OF HISTORY
For visitors coming to the Patton Museum,

Dual Controls
* 570 Hours
since Groundup Restoration
* Packard V1650-9A, 330
Hrs SMOH by Vintage V-12’s with
Transport Heads and Banks and
Merlin Fingers * Hamilton
Standard Polished Paddle Blades,
AD 81-13-06 CW 5/07 * Highly
Polished Bare Skin...

the General Patton mobile command van has
always been one of the most popular
exhibits in the Patton Gallery. It has given
visitors a chance to see the actual vehicle
from which Patton lived and worked as he
commanded the Third Army during World
War II and allowed them to see a more
personal facet of Patton's life.
While the command van has been preserved
and remained under cover for years, it has
been repainted and altered so that it no
longer resembles the original vehicle.

Read more...
Tree carvings and bark
In a colorized war-time photo, General Patton emerges from
the rear of his command van (courtesy Denny Hair)

Now the Patton Museum volunteers are undertaking one of the most significant projects in the museum's history; the complete
restoration of the command van to its war-time configuration. Patton Museum volunteer Don Moriarty is the head of this project.
He, along with other volunteers, will work to rediscover the command van's history, repair the damages and alterations and
preserve its original features. They will also remove layers of post-war paint in an attempt to uncover the original war-time
markings, record them and repaint and mark the vehicle as it would have appeared in 1944. Most of the narrative and photo
captions on these project pages are taken from Don's project reports.

grafitti unveil private lives
from WW2
British student
has become
the world's
only expert in
military tree
carvings - using the bark grafitti
to trace soldiers' life stories
Chantel Summerfield, 24, is
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studying the inscriptions
engraved into tree trunks by
troops during the two World Wars
as part of her archaeology PhD.
Often using just a…

_______________________________

Background History of Patton Mobile Command Truck
by Don Moriarty

Flamming Panzer III
Flammpanzer III (SdKfz 141/3)
Flamethrower system was located
in the turret of the vehicle, a
PzKpfw III Ausf M, along with a
MG 34 coaxially, in addition to
fire, unlike the system used by
the SdKfz 251/16. The fuel is
stored inside the vehicle in two
containers with a capacity…
CCKW ordnance shop vans ub ETO. (courtesy of Third

Soldiers loading equipment into CCKW ordnance

Discovered: Over 100

Army HQ web site)

shop vans. (courtesy of Third Army HQ web site)

World War II internment

The CCKW series 353 two-and-a-half ton truck is a basic World War II-era truck designed as a small-arms ordnance repair shop. In
1944, a number of CCKWs were ordered to be converted as mobile command posts. Third Army headquarters retained three such
mobile command post trucks which was the heart of the tactical headquarters of General Patton's Third Army. This particular mobile
command post truck was used by General Patton for the duration of combat operations as Third Army commander. It acted as his
personal field quarters as well as a command center.
Immediately following the end of hostilities in May 1945, the tactical command post vehicles were reportedly "deactivated" and sent
to an undetermined equipment depot for return to the United States. Information exists showing that the van was retained in
Germany from May 1945 through December 1947. Archival information shows that in June 1947, efforts were ongoing to return it
to the United States.
"Plans call for the van to be returned to Third Army Headquarters at Atlanta, Georgia, where it will be used for recruiting purposes.
The famous equipage will probably find its final resting place in the Patton Museum at the Armored School, Fort Knox, Kentucky,
where it will occupy an appropriate place among the memorabilia of one of America's greatest fighting men." War Department

letters found - VIDEO
It is a dark
chapter in U.S.
history - the
internment of
more than a
hundred thousand Japanese
Americans during World War Two.
Their only contact with the
outside world came in the form of
letters written to relatives and
friends. Now some of those
letters has been uncovered for…

Llandudno World War II
massacre survivor dies
aged 91
One of the last survivors of a
notorious Second World War
massacre has died aged 91
William Tudno Jones was one of
only two remaining survivors of
the massacre at Wormhout in
Northern France in June, 1940,
still living in Llandudno. He and
Alf Davies from West Shore were
members…

In both a December 24 and December 30,
1947 memo, the plan for the van to be shipped
directly from Germany to Fort Knox is
discussed regarding the time-line of shipment.
Beforehand there was no information available
as to a specific time-line. It seems that there
was a definite interest at very high levels of
command as to the disposition of the Patton
General Patton (l) and General Middleton with one of the

van and its Fort Knox destination.

three Third Army HQ vans. (screen capture from DOD film)

In a memo from the Office of the Army Field Forces commander, General Devers, to the commanding general of the Armor Center,
Fort Knox, dated June 9, 1948:
"The Patton Van has been located at Leterkinney Arsenal pending shipment direct to you for Patton Museum being requested of the
Chief of Ordnance."
Digital records show that the Van arrived at Fort Knox, Kentucky in June 1948. At the time of its arrival the van predates the official
dedication of the museum, May 1949, by almost a year. The Patton mobile command HQ van would be one of the many collection
vehicles displayed in the original Patton Museum from 1949 -1972.

From 1972-73, the displays from the old museum were transferred to the new Patton Museum which included the Patton mobile
command HQ van where it was placed in the Patton Gallery. From 1973 till January 2011, the Patton mobile command HQ van
would remain basically untouched in the Patton Gallery. During this entire period, it is believed to have been moved two or three
times, but basically remaining in the same general location for the entire period.
Source
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Related World War History Online Posts
90 Important Facts About . . . The Holocaust

The Holocaust began in January 1933 when Hitler came to power and technically ended on
May 8, 1945 (VE Day). Between 1933 and 1945, more than 11 million men, women, and
children were murdered in the Holocaust. Approximately six million of these were Jews. Over
1.1 million children died during the Holocaust. Young children were particularly targeted by
the Nazis…

"No Fallen warrior will be left behind" - WWII Veteran's search leads to the remains of World
War II PBJ-1 Bomber crew
Dedicated Ned Wernick has taken the American military’s vow "No fallen warrior will be left
behind" to the next level. Only now is the 88-year-old Pensacola resident, who flew 40 combat
missions over the South Pacific in World War II, about to complete an assignment for which he
volunteered 14 years ago: to recover the remains of seven missing aviators…

How Hitler Came To Power Excerpts -President Woodrow Wilson changes his mind
Across the Atlantic, President Wilson seemed to have forgotten the rapacious nature of the
German military leadership. Wilson’s anxiety not to crush Germany led him to send a coded
telegram to his emissary, Colonel Edward House:

Dambusters war hero Paddy Gingles tourist mix-up
A holidaymaker on a trip to Norway received full VIP and a civic reception after being mistaken
for a World War II Dambusters hero. David Wilson, 47, had flown to Tromso to find out more
about his great-uncle Capt Paddy Gingles, who bombed a Nazi warship off Norway in 1944. But
the museum he contacted ahead of his trip thought…
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